Notes Map for attendees at the Hotel
Atlanta

ITiCSE 2011: Atlanta (***) Hotel Map
This is a map showing the location of Hotel Atlanta, and how to reach the CS department, conference
center, and the nearest supermarket from there.
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Hotel Atlanta (***)
This is the location of Hotel Atlanta, Kasinostraße 129.
Hotel ATLANTA
284 reviews
Kasinostraße 129
64293 Darmstadt, Germany
06151 1789-0
hotel-atlanta-darmstadt.de
CS Department
This is the location of the CS department at Hochschulstr. 10. The entrances are at the "middle slash of the
E" in the center of the East and West wing of the building.

darmstadtium wissenschaft | kongresse
This is the location of the darmstadtium conference center at Schlossgraben 1, the site of the conference.
darmstadtium wissenschaft | kongresse
12 reviews
Schloßgraben 1
64283 Darmstadt, Germany
06151 7806-0
darmstadtium.de
Walk to the CS department
Cross the Frankfurter Str. into Robert-Schneider-Str. Turn into Molterstraße and walk straight on into the
park. Turn left for the CS department.
Distance: about 1km.
Alternative walk to the CS Department
Cross the (busy) Frankfurter Straße street in front of the hotel, then walk along it until you can see the park
on the left. Follow the route through the park as shown here.
Distance: ~1km.
Walk from Herrngarten to conference center
Take either of the walks described before. Instead of continuing to the CS department, leave the park as
shown here, walk along the Welcome Hotel, cross the street, and you're there!
Distance: 350m.
Tram route to CS department
Cross the Kasinostraße to reach the tram stop. Take a tram heading downtown and get off at Willy-BrandtPlatz (2nd stop for all lines but #6, 1st stop for #6). Walk straight through the park as shown.
Rhönring tram stop
Lines #4-8 (on the left side) are going downtown. For CS department, drop off at Willy-Brandt-Platz (2nd
stop); for conference center, at Luisenplatz (3rd stop). NOTE: #6 skips one intermediate stop!
Tram stop "Willy-Brandt-Platz"
This is the preferred stop for reaching the CS department. Can also be used for conference center, with a
nice walk through the park (following the green, then red line).
Tram stop "Luisenplatz"
This is the central bus/tram station in downtown Darmstadt. From here, follow the line to the conference
center.
Tram route continuing on to Luisenplatz.
Better get off here!
Walk from Luisenplatz to conference center
Follow Rheinstraße to city castle. Enter castle, take 2nd turn left. Cross castle moat, turn right without
crossing the street. Walk along castle to other traffic light, cross - done!
Distance: 500m.
Die Waldspirale
This is a fascinating sight - and has an ALDI supermarket right next to it, too!
Waldspirale
27 reviews
Waldspirale 1
64289 Darmstadt, Germany

Walk to nearest ALDI supermarket
Cross the Frankfurter Straße then the Rhönring. Walk on then turn right into Büdinger Straße. Swing left
before the Waldspirale; the supermarket is next to the parking lot.
Distance: about 650m.

